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ABSTRACT— The craft industry is an industry that is one of the contributors to the creative economy. The 

craft industry comes from cultural wealth, natural resources, craftsman creativity, and awareness of market 

potential. However, in its development, the Indonesian craft industry is still not optimally developed for the 

export market. This study will examine the factors that cause the role of the craft industry to be not optimal 

in foreign markets. The scope of this research is craft SMEs spread across 16 cities/districts in West Java. 

Primary data was obtained from distributing questionnaires to MSMEs in the craft sector and supported by 

the acquisition of secondary data. For deeper analysis, fishbone analysis, porter analysis, and swot-tows 

analysis were used in this study. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Indonesia is a country where MSMEs are one of the pillars of the creative economy. As many as 64 million 

MSMEs were recorded in 2020. This large portion is an opportunity as well as a warning that must be 

considered. This will be fatal if these MSMEs experience a crisis or fall which will result in poverty and social 

inequality [15]. 

 

Crafts are part of the hereditary culture of the Indonesian people, craft ornaments can be found in various 

media such as wood, clothes, bamboo, metal, stone, and other media. Natural resources and creative forces in 

the vicinity support the creation of creativity which is poured into craft works of art. Craft export activities 

are one of the contributions to the creative economy sector, in which the guidance and development of 

handicraft exports is carried out periodically, starting from processing to export licensing [21]. 

 

To support export activities in the working area of MSMEs, several strategies are implemented, one of which 

is the cluster initiative. Cluster initiatives are clusters formed to increase the growth and competitiveness of 

clusters in an area. Cluster initiatives consist of a triple helix including academics, business, and government 

which can be formalized in the form of a Cooperation agreement or a legal entity cluster organization [9]. 

 

One of the craft marketing strategies is to take part in exhibitions, exhibitions are usually held in an indoor 

area considering that many craft items should be stored at room temperature. However, when the Covid-19 

pandemic broke out, making craft exhibitions unable to be done offline/indoor, so the exhibition strategy 

shifted to a virtual exhibition strategy. 

 

Kriya is the identity of the Indonesian people, various sizes, types, shapes color the diversity of these 

handicrafts. Its market share is wide with quality and price offerings that are competitive with other countries. 

However, the position of handicraft exports globally ranks 15th for HS Code 9403 concerning Furniture and 

parts thereof, n.e.s., when compared to countries in Southeast Asia, Indonesia is in third place after Vietnam 

and Malaysia. 
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Therefore, in this study, we will discuss the optimization strategy of Indonesian crafts to compete in foreign 

markets. This study will discuss the root causes of the non-optimal export of handicrafts by using fishbone 

analysis, the competitiveness by using porter analysis, and analysis of swot-tows strategies. 

 

2. Literature Review 

 

2.1 Crafts and Exports 

Crafts are one of the commodities of the creative industry that are closely related to cultural elements, so many 

craft products are made in the traditional way with traditional designs. However, the times have opened the 

door for innovation and creativity in the touch of crafts that are produced. Thus, craft has a place in its market 

share as well as functional and design requirements that are in demand by the market [22], [23]. 

 

In its development, several strategies in craft development were carried out by collaborating. While the 

bottleneck is dialogue between stakeholders, this can result in trust-based collaborative interactions and cross-

fertilization of new ideas. So that the resulting craft products have benefits and promise [28]. 

 

Crafts in Indonesia are very diverse, including wood/furniture crafts [2], batik crafts [28], bamboo crafts [16], 

rattan crafts [19], doll crafts [1], and other crafts. 

 

Another factor that influences the development of craft is by optimizing the potential of local resources. The 

potential of local resources can be developed through community empowerment. Active community 

participation is demanded from the beginning to the end, starting from planning, monitoring, evaluating, and 

reconsidering, so that every citizen has a bond of needs and responsibilities [5]. 

 

The classification of export categories is divided into two, namely direct and indirect exporters. Direct 

exporters are export-producing SMEs that directly sell to foreign buyers, while indirect exporters are export-

producing SMEs that sell their goods through export trading agents or domestic (collective) exporters. Export 

activities can be categorized as business model innovation activities, namely optimizing sales value by 

adjusting to international market demand one of which is product innovation [2]. 

 

One of the strategies in the export market is an unusual strategy or niche strategy. This strategy plays an 

important role in creating competitive promotion and export performance. In supporting the export promotion 

strategy, you can use information acquisition, investment support, and export consulting to experts, to find 

your own niche strategy. The literature shows that niche strategies create organizational competitiveness and 

help understand the competitive situation [27]. 

 

The internationalization of MSMEs tends to be associated with country-specific factors such as the resources 

they have and the policy on internationalization itself. In addition, product innovation and adoption of 

information technology are often indicators in the MSME internationalization process because they can 

increase the possibility of MSMEs accessing global markets [11]. 

 

During the Covid-19 pandemic, which spread globally, it also affected the performance of handicraft exports. 

Such as offline exhibitions which are changed to online exhibitions, production is hampered due to physical 

restrictions, sales in stores have decreased due to shifting in the allocation of needs to products that are urgent, 

namely food and those related to health. 

 

3. Methodology 
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The methodology in this study is to use primary data and secondary data approaches. Primary data was 

obtained from the acquisition of questionnaires distributed to 105 MSME respondents in the craft business. 

Secondary data is obtained from desk studies of various journal articles, electronic magazines, reports, and 

other supporting secondary data. The analytical method used in this study is to use fishbone analysis, porter 

analysis. 

 

4. Analysis and Discussion 

The research was conducted by distributing questionnaires to 105 MSMEs, as many as 35.78% of craft 

business actors have experience in exporting and another 64.22% intend to export. For those who have 

penetrated the export market, 69.23% of them entered the export market independently (Certificate of Origin). 

Meanwhile, the remaining 30.77% of businesses entered the export market by joining other companies (under 

name). Exports are carried out by targeting a number of destination countries where the majority of them are 

America (12.38%) and Singapore (12.38%). 

 

This is in line with export statistical data that the US share is the main destination country for handicraft 

commodities. At least in 2021 the value of exports to the United States for HS Code 9403 commodities will 

reach more than 962 million dollars, this figure is an increase of at least 40% from 2020. The export value in 

2021 will also be the highest export value in the last 5 years [12]. In total, the value of exports to the world, 

Indonesia's export value in 2021 will reach US$ 1.66 billion. This value ranks 15th globally, and ranks 3rd in 

the Southeast Asian family after Vietnam and Malaysia. 

 

Types of goods exported include: Pouches, Wall Decor, Key Chains, Lanterns, Embossed Metal Relief 

Paintings, Accessories from copper wire and freshwater pearls, Plant baskets, Laundry Baskets, Handmade 

Knitted Bad Covers, Tableware, Table Runners, Woven Hats Pandan, Kitchen utensils, Rattan basket, Cracker 

Cans and glass jars, Charcoal Briquette Making Machine, Watches, Pillowcases, Bed Covers, Tablecloths, 

Dolls, Candle Holders, Kitchen Tools, Bags, Wallets, Placement, Baskettery, Pouch, Batik Necklaces , scarf, 

batik scarf, wallet, belt, key chain, watch strap, stone pot, fingerboard, fingerboard molding, wooden glasses, 

knitting doll, metal and natural stone accessories, shawl, tissue holder, mineral water basket. 

 

4.1 Fishbone Analysis 

 
Figure 1. Fihsbone analysis diagram 
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1. Place: 

a. Depends on physical store: Craft products are mostly sold directly in stores, both for souvenirs and 

for displaying craft items. This makes MSMEs rely more on buyers who come directly to the store. This is as 

discussed in various literatures about the dependence of SMEs on physical stores in running their business 

[13], [24]. 

b. Omni channel has not been used optimally: The rise of technological developments such as online 

distribution channels has not been fully utilized by MSMEs. This is influenced by the limited knowledge of 

using omni-channel/e-commerce/website/social media channels, so that MSMEs rely on loyal customers in 

their business transactions [7], [25]. 

 

2. Product: 

a. Lack of environmentally friendly production activities: Some types of crafts require raw materials 

directly from nature, such as wood and rattan, as well as processing production waste that is not treated 

properly, causing environmental pollution [18]. 

b. Limited product innovation development: The lack of research and development on market interest 

makes the products produced seem monotonous and do not keep up with the times. This condition is caused 

by a lack of knowledge of trending market interests [26]. 

c. Availability of raw materials: The availability of raw materials that are directly selected for export 

makes it difficult to access the availability of raw materials by craftsmen. This is because there is an 

assumption that raw materials are better exported directly than sold to craftsmen to be processed into crafts 

[22]. 

 

3. People: 

a. The difficulty of transferring knowledge between the older generation to the younger generation: The 

majority of craftsmen's expertise is passed down from generation to generation, but in some cases the younger 

generation does not absorb much knowledge from the older generation due to different perspectives on craft. 

Thus, there is a shortage of skilled craftsmen for certain things. Another condition is the motivational factor 

of the individual himself to continue upgrading knowledge and strategy greatly influences the running of this 

industry [10]. 

b. Low competitiveness in welcoming AFTA: Export activities are closely related to understanding 

related to the business itself, how applicable regulations and business models can support the performance of 

MSMEs in the country. However, not all MSMEs are aware of the large export opportunities for them, the 

lack of information obtained by MSMEs is one of the reasons for this condition to occur. [10], The gap 

between motivation and implementation on the entrepreneurship side of MSMEs greatly affects the 

sustainability of MSMEs, this also has an impact on the ability of MSMEs to seize AFTA opportunities. 

c. Not supported by ongoing training: craftsmen who have acquired skills from generation to generation 

are not matched by continuous training, training that is in accordance with the needs of market conditions. 

This is important so that the products produced can meet the demands of foreign markets and can compete 

with products from other countries [3]. 

 

4. Promotion 

a. Lack of branding: The lack of branding made MSMEs do not have a strong bargaining ability. 

Sometimes they sell handicrafts without a brand so that there is no meaningful differentiation to distinguish 

handicraft products from other competitors. In addition, access to branding information, both formally and 

informally, is more easily accessible to MSMEs who are already in the craft cluster, or MSME clusters that 

form the MSME ecosystem itself [6]. 

b. Marketing is still done traditionally: Marketing methods are still carried out from generation to 
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generation, namely by word of mouth. The presence of online media such as websites, social media, and 

international e-commerce has not become an important awareness for MSMEs. 

 

4.2 Porter Analysis 

Porter Analysis is carried out to analyze the competitiveness of the craft industry in Indonesia in terms of 

various influencing factors, including competition in the creative industry in the existing market, the arrival 

of new competitors, supplier conditions, buyer conditions, and challenges from substitute products. The 

description of porter analysis can be seen below: 

 

 
 

1. Industry Competitors: 

a. High competition: The craft industry in Indonesia is developing along with the birth of online 

platforms that add references to trending designs. This also increases the number of craft industries that 

compete in the red-ocean market [8]. 

b. Uniqueness product: The development of the craft industry in Indonesia has made many craft MSMEs 

enter the business competition with a variety of craft products on offer. This condition makes businesses 

develop with various design characters, concepts, and functions [17]. 

 

2. New Entrants: 

a. Customer retention: Characteristics of the craft business is not a fastmoving business, so the business 

relies a lot on customer retention in its business. This condition makes treatment to customers a matter that 

must be considered to maintain good relations with customers [4]. 

b. Sales channel: Currently, the craft product sales platform is not only sold through physical stores but 

also extends to online sales, such as social commerce, e-commerce, websites, and other platforms. This makes 

the competition even tougher [14]. 

Industry 
Competitors

• high competition

• uniqueness product
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Entrants

• Customer retention

• Sales channel

Suppliers

• raw material availability

• standardization quality

Buyers

• residential and commercial customer

• design
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• substitutes product from other country
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3. Suppliers: 

a. Raw material availability: Some types of craft products have limitations in the availability of raw 

materials, such as rattan and wood. However, many craft products come with substitute raw materials, such 

as imitation raw materials that are close to the original raw materials. In addition, the price offered for raw 

materials also affects the production price which significantly affects the selling price offered [20]. 

b. Standardization quality: Not many SMEs are aware of the standardization of the products produced. 

Because the majority of products are made directly by hand so that the quality of the resulting product varies. 

However, on the other hand, this condition is an added value in itself, that each product produced has its own 

characteristics. 

 

4. Buyers: 

a. Residential and commercial customers: Based on the research conducted, there are at least two types 

of buyers in the craft industry, namely residential customers and commercial customers. Most of the global 

crafts market ends up in residential consumers. This means that most users of craft products come from 

residential development circles, such as real estate. In terms of commercial customers, sales of craft products 

are carried out on a Business to Business (B2B) basis, where this business opens the sales faucet on a large 

and profitable basis. 

b. Designs: Design is an important element of craft products that are produced. The trendy design 

follows the market and its ergonomic and multi-functional functions are the main attraction of the craft 

business. Based on research conducted, the highest sales of craft products are also known to come from the 

type of wood-processed handicraft products. Processed wood is widely used as kitchen utensils, home 

decorations, to toys. 

 

5. Substitutes: 

a. Substitutes from other country: Based on global export data, Indonesia occupies the 15th position as 

an exporting country for handicraft products in the world. However, it turns out that Indonesia is still far 

behind Vietnam and Malaysia in allied countries of Southeast Asia, where these two countries are ranked 2nd 

and 8th respectively in the world as the largest exporting countries for the global market. Of course, this 

condition makes product substitution can actually come from neighboring countries, where the price and 

quality offered are competitive in their own right [12]. 

 

5. Conclusion 

Based on the studies that have been conducted, Indonesia ranks 3rd in the Southeast Asian family with an 

export value of US$ 1.66 billion after Vietnam and Malaysia. Indonesia globally ranks 15th. This shows that 

Vietnam (2nd) and Malaysia (8th) are still the belle of craft products in the global market. Nevertheless, 2021 

shows an increase in the value of export transactions which is quite encouraging, which is an increase of 

approximately 40% compared to 2020. This means that Indonesia has great potential to expand its market to 

foreign markets. 

 

Based on the fishbone analysis, the causes of the non-optimal export of handicrafts are: still relying on offline 

purchases by relying on buyers who come directly to the store, lack of optimizing online channel strategies, 

lack of branding which causes the bargaining price position to be low, product designs that tend to be stagnant 

and monotonous due to lack of the existence of innovation, lack of knowledge about international markets, 

and the ineffectiveness of sharing knowledge from the older generation to the younger generation. 

 

Based on the competitive analysis of the porter analysis, it shows that the Indonesian craft industry actually 

still has enormous opportunities both in the domestic and foreign markets. Although the number of craft 
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MSMEs is increasing and carrying out relatively similar innovations in terms of design, size, and function, 

this condition provides an alternative for buyers in choosing the craft items they need. It should be noted is 

the ability of craft SMEs to promote their products through other distribution channels, one of which is through 

the internet. Internet media can now help encourage the marketing and sales of MSMEs in reaching foreign 

markets, but most of the Indonesian Craft MSMEs have not yet optimized it. 
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